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Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) and Extended Detection 
and Response (XDR)
Empower Your Security: Introducing Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) and Extended Detection 
and Response (XDR)

At Infocentric, we understand that the digital landscape is constantly evolving, and so are the threats that target your 
business. That's why we are excited to introduce our cutting-edge Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) and 
Extended Detection and Response (XDR) solutions, designed to fortify your organization's defense against modern 
cyber threats.

What is EDR?

Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) is a proactive approach to cybersecurity that focuses on protecting your 
organization's endpoints - the devices and systems that connect to your network. Our EDR solution offers real-time 
monitoring, threat detection, and rapid response to potential security incidents, ensuring that your endpoints remain 
secure and your sensitive data is safeguarded.

Features:

Real-time Endpoint Monitoring: 
Gain unparalleled visibility into endpoint activities to identify and mitigate threats in real time.

Advanced Threat Detection:
Leverage AI-driven algorithms to detect and analyze even the most sophisticated cyber threats.

Rapid Incident Response: 
Swiftly contain and neutralize threats, minimizing potential damage and downtime.

Customized Solutions: 
Tailored to your organization's unique needs and industry-specific challenges.



What is XDR?
Extended Detection and Response (XDR) takes cybersecurity to the next level by extending threat detection and 
response capabilities beyond endpoints. Our XDR solution correlates data from various sources, providing a holistic 
view of your organization's security landscape and enabling proactive threat hunting.

Features:

Comprehensive Threat Visibility: 
Monitor and analyze data from endpoints, networks, cloud environments, and more, to detect threats across your 
entire infrastructure.

Proactive Threat Hunting: 
Identify potential risks before they escalate into major security incidents.

Streamlined Incident Management: 
Centralized dashboard for managing and responding to incidents efficiently.

24/7 Security Operations Center (SOC):
Our dedicated experts are always vigilant, ready to address emerging threats and keep your organization secure.
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Why Choose Infocentric? 

Expertise & Excellence: Leverage our deep expertise in networking technologies and solutions for unmatched 
outcomes.

Cutting-Edge Innovation: Embrace the latest advancements to stay at the forefront of modern networking.

Performance & Reliability: Enjoy uncompromised reliability, scalability, and performance for your enterprise 
network.

Simplified Management: Our solutions simplify complex networking tasks, empowering your IT team.

Tailored Solutions: We customize offerings to align with your unique enterprise requirements and aspirations.

Support: Experience dedicated support, ensuring prompt assistance and strategic guidance.

Don't leave your organization's security to chance. Fortify your defenses against the ever-changing threat land-
scape. Visit our website at www.infocentric.ph to learn more about our EDR and XDR solutions, and contact us 
today to schedule a consultation.

       www.infocentric.ph 
       info@infocentric.ph 
       +63 (2) 8240 8899 
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